It’s great news if your player, team or sports
club achieves success, but not necessarily so
for their sponsor, right…? Wrong!
Contractual Bonus Insurance allows sponsors and
clubs to offer teams, athletes or individual players
attractive performance bonus incentives without
having to pay out in the event of a big bonus.

BENEFITS
Offer player incentives
risk-free

Incentive-based payments are made according to
sports results and are written into athlete/player
contracts. You can protect against the financial
risks associated with bonus payments by taking
out Contractual Bonus Insurance with Sports Alive.
By insuring with us, we take responsibility for the
payment of bonuses on your behalf, in return for an
insurance premium at a fraction of the cost.

Create a buzz around a
winning result
Reward your team for
their hard work

EXAMPLE

Enjoy low sign-up costs

You can put into your sponsorship contract that
if your player wins a certain number of events or
specific events during a season, then they will be
rewarded with a large cash bonus. In the event that
this does happen, WE pay out the bonus, not you!

A win-win situation for
everyone!

WHO ARE WE?

Sports Alive Ltd is a world-leading provider of big prize
promotions and insurance, offering bespoke solutions
for clients for almost 20 years. Our experience
and success in underwriting promotional risk for
companies across the globe allows us to tailor-make
engaging competitions, rewards and insurance
packages at competitive prices without compromising
on quality or service. As an FCA-approved appointed
representative, we have direct access into the Lloyd’s
insurance market, giving you total peace of mind that
you are fully covered in the event of a big winner. It
also means that the price you pay for the cover is as
low as possible, as no other agents are involved.

We are able to assist with all sponsors and
sporting activities, from golf to athletics,
providing a bespoke quotation on an individual
basis. If you would like any further information or
advice, please do not hesitate to contact us.

PLEASE CONTACT US FOR FURTHER
INFORMATION AND A QUOTE
Tel: +44 (0) 1508 495045 • Email: info@sportsalive.co.uk

www.sportsalive.co.uk

PRICES

